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Achilles tendon disorders, chronic degenerative tendon disorders (tendinopathy) are a frequent pathology in
the Orthopaedic ward and quite difficult to treat. The autors present the case of a number of 25 patients (18
females and 7 male), with mean age of 37.2 years,a group of young and active patients, with chronic
unilateral Achilles tendinopathy (at least 6 months of symptoms) refractary to conservative treatment,
including physical rest and physical theraphy. All study patients have no surgical treatment performed at the
Achilles tendons, or any corticosteroids infiltrations in this region. Patients were treated with 3 PRP injections
at one week interval. The patient were evaluated clinically and with the ultrasound at baseline, at 1 month
and at 6 months, further results will be evaluated at 1 year and early after that. Scores used for evaluation
were: Visual Analog Scale (VAS) and VISA A score. The study group that included 25 patients male and
females were evaluated using the VAS score and the VISA A questionnaire referring to Achilles tendinopathy,
pain symptoms and functionality. Results were assessed at 1 month and at 6 months, both scores improved
significantly, and also the ultrasound imaging findings. The majority of the patients were symptoms free
after the 3 step PRP local infiltrations showing stable results at 6 months, while 5 of the patients showed no
clinical improvement of symptoms. The overall findings in our study show that repeated PRP injections for
Achilles tendinopathy obtained good results in term of clinical symptom improvement and alo stable results
in time at the 6 months evaluation. On this study group discussiond reffer mainly to the small gropup of
patients, only 25, and to the short term follow up period, 6 months, with future data to be analysed at 12
months and 24 months on this study group.
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Achilles tendon disorders, chronic degenerative tendon
disorders (tendinopathy) are a frequent pathology in the
Orthopaedic ward and quite difficult to treat.

Pain in the Achilles tendon is relatively common in
recreational exercisers and individuals active in sports and
also pain has been reported in inactive individuals. It is
seen most commonly in the mid-portion of the tendon, but
can occur at the bone–tendon junction [1-6].

The great incidence of tendon injuries in the population
as well as the failure rate of up to 25% [7] of the available
conservative treatments has made this field one of the
most interesting for alternative biological approaches.

There are currently a number of therapeutic options and
the local administration of growth factors is an emerging
treatment strategy. Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) is a widely
used way to provide a local regenerative stimulus for tendon
healing [1-6].

The aim of this study was to document the short/mid-
term results obtained after treating recalcitrant Achilles
tendinopathy with injections of high concentrate,
leucocyte-rich PRP.

Experimental part
The study group included a number of 25 patients (18

females and 7 male), with mean age of 37.2 years,a group
of young and active patients, with chronic unilateral
Achilles tendinopathy refractary to conservative treatment,
including physical rest and physical theraphy. All patients
have no surgical treatment performed at the Achilles
tendons, or any corticosteroids infiltrations in this region.
Patients were treated with 3 PRP injections at one week
interval. Evaluation was done clinically, also using the
ecography and  also completing the scores. Then patients
were evaluated at baseline, at 1 month and at 6 months,
further results will be evaluated at 1 year and early after
that. Scores used for evaluation were: Visual Analog Scale
(VAS) and VISA A score. All the patients signed an informed
consent approved by the Ethics Committee, in accordance
with some published models [8-10].

The local Platelet Rich Plasma infiltrations technique
consisted of a 8 mL blood sample harvested for each
treatment. The sample was centrifuged once at 2700 rpm
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for 10 min and for each sample an approximate quantity
of 4 mL enriched plasma was used for local infiltrations.
Local PRP infiltrations for Achilles tendinopathy was
administered at 1 week a part, with a numer of 3 injections
per patient.

Platelet rich plasma (PRP) is an increased concentration
of autologus platelets suspendended in a small amount of
plasma after centrifugation. The advantages of this
technique is the lack of reactivity to the infiltration
substance without a danger of immune reaction or disease
transmision [11].

The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) consists of a straight
line with the endpoints defining extreme limits such as no
pain at all and pain as bad as it could be. The patient is
asked to mark his pain level on the line between the two
endpoints. The distance between no pain at all and the
mark then defines the subject’s pain. This tool was first
used in psychology by Freyd in 1923. If descriptive terms
like mild, moderate, severe or a numerical scale is added
to the VAS [12]. In a Numerical Rating Scale (NRS), patients
are asked to circle the number between 0 and 10 that fits
best to their pain intensity. Zero usually represents no pain
at all whereas the upper limit represents the worst pain
ever possible. In contrast to the VAS, only the numbers
themselves are valuable answers, meaning that there are
only 11 possible answers in a 0-10.

The VISA A score evaluates severity index of Achilles
tendinopathy, and is mainly referring to pain symptoms,
we conclude that from our group of 25 patients with
unilateral Achilles tendinopathy 5 patients had no
impovement of the baseline scores (mean baseline score
was 527 per all questionnaires), and in the other 20
patients, signs of improvement in terms of pain in the
Achilles region appeared after the first PRP local injection,
and major improvement after the third local administration
with evaluation at 1 month (mean score was 1440) after
baseline. We observed that the remission of the symptoms
remained stable at 6 months and in some cases we
documented even more improvement than before (mean
score for all study patients was 1980) in therms of
symptoms related to sports and physical activity. Patients
performed physiotherapy as a method of conservative
treatment before any local mini invasive treatment like
infiltrations were perfomed, as per the following table 1.

The local Platelet Rich Plasma infiltrations, a quantity of
4 mL enriched plasma, were administered at 1 week a
part, with a numer of 3 injections per patient.

Results and discussions
The study group that included 25 patients male and

females, were evaluated using the VAS score and the VISA
A questionnaire referring to Achilles tendinopathy, pain
symptoms and functionality [14-16]. Results were assesed
at 1 month and at 6 months, both scores improved
significantly, the majority of the patients were symptoms
free after the 3 step PRP local infiltrations showing stable
results at 6 months, while 5 of the patients showed no
clinical improvement of symptoms.

No local reaction, complications or adverse events were
observed during or after this treatment for this study group
(figs. 5-7).

The good clinical outcome my be atributed to: the
stimulus produced by the needling of the tendon at the
time of injection wich could cause and inflammatory

Table 1
PREVIOUS TYPES OF TREATMENTS THAT PATIENTS INCLUDED

IN THE STUDY PERFORMED (No. of patients)

Ultrasonography is an initial imaging of choice for
evaluation of symptomatic Achilles tendon disorders.
Diagnostic accuracy reaches 85% [2-6].

Patients were evaluated using Musculo-scheletal
Ultrasound at baseline, and with a re-evaluation at 1 month
and at 6 months. The echography findings at baseline
showed: alterations in the structure of the Achilles Tendons
like fusiform focal thickening, relatively homogeneous
ecostructure, interrupted by hyperrecognized areas,
possibly hemorrhagic focus and calcifications without any
modifications that advocate for tenosynovitis and also no
tendon ruptures (figs. 1-4).

Fig. 2. Ultrasound longitudinal view at baseline of the Achilles
tendon showing tendinopathy alterations: arrow shows the

modified region

Fig. 3. Ultrasound longitudinal view at baselin of the Achilles tendon
showing tendinopathy alterations: arrows show the modified region

Fig. 1. Echography image showing an Achilles tendon with local
modifications

Fig. 4.  Ultrasound transverse view at baseline of the Achilles
tendon showing tendinopathy alterations
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response and a healing effect, the biological impact of the
platelet-derived growth factors stimulating gene
expression of matrix molecules, collagen production and
tendon cell proliferation; and the activation of circulation-
derived cells [17], promoted by PRP releasate, which play
a crucial role in the tissue healing process [18].

The ultrasound evaluation showed local improvement
of the Achilles tendon structure in terms of reduction of the
thickness and general improvement of the tendon
echostructure. Timing and number of injections are also
important details that should be further investigated since
they might have an influence on clinical outcome (fig. 8).

A study by Monto et al. [19] confirmed the positive
clinical outcome in the studies in a larger series of patients:
they treated 30 patients affected by chronic tendinopathy
refractory to at least 6 months of traditional non-operative
management. Each patient received a single US-guided
injection of autologous PRP. The clinical results were
positive, with a significant improvement with respect to
the first evaluation, and this improvement was confirmed
up to the final follow - up at 24 months.

Deans et al. [20] published their results of treating 26
patients with recalcitrant Achilles tendinopathy with one
injection of autologous-conditioned plasma combined with
exercise and therapeutic ultrasonography. At the short-term
evaluation at 6 weeks, the patients were.

Ferrero et al. [21] showed in his studies good results at
the 6-month evaluation in 24 patients treated with a single
injection of PRP. Besides the good clinical outcome, follow-
up US scans were also performed and revealed a
widespread improvement in the fibrillar echo texture of
the tendon and reduced hyper vascularity as shown by
power Doppler [22-25].

Conclusions
The overall findings in our study show that repeated PRP

injections for Achilles tendinopathy obtained good results
in term of clinical symptom improvement and alo stable
results in time at the 6 months evaluation.

With regards to the research performed on this study
group discussions reffer mainly to the small group of
patients, only 25, and to the short term follow up period, 6
months, with future data to be analysed at 12 months and
24 months on this study group.
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Fig. 7. Results of the VAS score at Baseline, 1 Month and
6 Months  timeline
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